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I. INTRODUCTION. 

We are presently considering two distinct size fractions of dust grains 
deposited in polar ices, namely : the 10 pm-residue, containing stratospheric 
grains of small aerodynamical size initially released in the stratosphere by 
"giant" extraterrestrial events such as Tunguska and the ZlOOpm-size fraction 
which should be enriched in extraterrestrial matter, directly accreted by the 
Earth. In this paper we first look for $10 pm size ashes of the Tunguska 
event using the experimental procedure applied to recent arctic snow (see 
our companion paper). Then we out-line a method for collecting 2100pm-size 
cosmic dust grains in placer-type dust deposits on the Greenland ice cap. 

11. PRELIMINARY SEARCH FOR TUNGUSKA GRAINS IN ANTARCTIC ICES. 

Ganapathy (1) reported the finding of an excess irridium concentration 
in a few ice levels from the South pole station, that he attributed to ashes 
from the Tunguska event. However two uncertainties possibly plague this 
conclusion namely : the snow accumulation rate used by him appears to be too 
small and irridium-rich gas can be emitted by specific volcanos such as 
Erebus. In the present work we selected 20 successive ice samples, spread 
over a time interval of - 20 years, and which were extracted from a deep 
trench at the Dome-C station, around the postulated date of the Tunguska 
event. So far only one sample out of two has been melted and directly filte- 
red on our special electron microscope "holey" membranes (see section I1 of 
our companion pape.r). Our preliminary aim was to spot a clear increase above 
background in the abundance of peculiar families of grains, including 
spherules, dark aggregates and grains showing textural features (flakes, 
lamella) which can assist a long stratospheric flight (we recall that the 
total dust concentration in this ultra-clean ice is lppb). 

So far we have obtained quite unexpected results, namely : 
1 - The abundance of spherules and dark aggregates look normal ( < 1  % and 
,$,2%, respectively). However that (* 80 %) of a peculiar family of tiny 
fiakes forming small aggregates of carbon-rich-material was considerably 
increased above background in two successive ice layers, that we must still 
date accurately. 
2 - Oddly enough the same ice levels contain tiny bacteria ( Q2pm in length) 
of unknown origin. They cannot originate from our ultra-clean facilities 
because the ice samples (initially kept at * -40°C) were melted, filtered and 
examined for their dust grain characteristics (with an optical microscope) 
over a time interval of - 10 minutes. On the other hand they can hardly be 76 
year-old terrestrial remnants of the Tunguska event, preferentially transpor- 
ted in the stratosphere. Indeed they are still alive and multiplying around 
specific grains in preparations kept for one day at room temperature. 

So for the present we are still uncertain about the existence of 
Tunguska ashes in Antarctica. The aggregates of C-rich flakes could possibly 
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be related to "pyrolisis" products resulting from the interaction of the 
Tunguska shock wave with plants, algae and so forth. But what's about the 
tiny bacteria with appropriate stratospheric aerodynamic sizes whiwh seem to 
"digest" peculiar families of grains ? 

111. ON THE PLAUSIBLE EXISTENCE OF PLACER-TYPE DEPOSITS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL 
DUST GRAINS IN GREENLAND. 

Aerial photographs of the Greenland ice cap taken by the Bauer expedi- 
tion (2) during the arctic summer of 1958, with a spatial resolution of a few 
meters, reveal the occurence of very efficient dust concentration processes. 
Indeed large quantities ( 100Kg) of dust appear as sharply contrasted dark 
patches of material on the bottom of various ponds of highly transparent 
water formed during the arctic summer including small lakes, running streams 
and so forth. 

Running water mechanically acts over an area of a few tens K.m2 in 
size, so as to preferentially collect and then accumulate on the bottom of 
such ponds of water the very small dust concentration (-- 50 ppb) initially 
injected into the ice, in thus forming "placer-type" deposits appearing as 
dark patches. As a result of high ablation rates, which continuously increase 
up to the margin of the ice field, the amount of water cycled through the 
placers can be enormous. Indeed the ablation rate "cuts" through the ice flow 
and old ice sections appear on the surface. In the area that we selected for 
a tentative dust collect this coming summer (in collaboration with D.A. 
Brownlee), the ice surface is a few thousand years old. This implies a total 
ablation of about 1,000 m, corresponding in turn to the melting of billions 
tons of water. An unknown fraction of this water was then effective to load 
the dust placers with huge amount of dust. The > 100 pm size fraction 
collected in such dust placers should be greatly enriked in extraterrestrial 
dust grains. First contaminant grains of terrestrial origin in this size 
range should be quickly removed by gravitational settling and wet precipita- 
tion. But experimental results from a Swiss expedition in 1912 even 
strenghtens this conclusion. These pioneers (3) discovered huge piles of dust 
grains on the surface of the Greenland ice cap, that we now attribute to the 
drying of specific ponds of water containing dust deposits. They then used a 
simple magnet to extract -- 25 g of magnetic material from a -- 700 g dust 
sample, looking for magnetic ... cosmic spherules .The abundance of their 
magnetic fraction is many orders of magnitude larger than that of the 
fraction recently collected by Brownlee in defg sea swments by means of a 
much more powerful magnet. Since the recent A1 and Be work of Raisbeck et 
a1 (4) on the deep sea magnetic spherules shows that they are "all" 
extraterrestrial particles, we feel that the Greenland dust placers could be 
in fact cosmic dust placers for particles with sizes% 100pm, which should be 
studied soon. 
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